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ABSTRACT
THE STUDY OF INDIRECT EFFECTS FROM ATMOSPHERIC LIGHTNING 
UPON A FULL AUTHORITY DIGITAL ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM
Name: DeBoy, Joseph Michael Sr.
University of Dayton, 1996
Advisor: Dr. Richard J. Kee
This report documents the study of the phenomena associated with the indirect effects 
of an atmospheric lightning strike upon jet propelled aircraft utilizing a full authority
digital engine control (FADEC) system. This study specifically focused on the indirect
effects of induced voltages and currents resulting from changing electromagnetic fields 
produced by an aircraft lightning event. These resultant voltages and currents have
been shown to influence the jet engine’s control system electrical/electronic circuits 
resulting in engine control perturbations. Due to the fact that modern engine control 
systems utilize full authority electronic computers that have no mechanical back-up 
capability, understanding lightning strike influences are of significant concern for proper 
and safe design of robust control of the jet engine. In addition, lightning effects 
simulation and their related test methods which are necessary to evaluate the
robustness of the FADEC control system are also studied. Upon completion of a
satisfactory design verification program, it can be assured that the FADEC controlled
engine is capable of withstanding mother nature’s most severe electrical phenomena.
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CHAPTER I
UNDERSTANDING THE LIGHTNING EVENT
A reasonable understanding of how atmospheric lightning formation occurs is of
significant importance in order to design and evaluate the engine FADEC system
to properly withstand such phenomena.
In a thunderstorm cell, there are substantial air currents developed by colliding
pressure fronts. Moisture and other particulate are suspended within these fast
moving air currents. The particulate ultimately collide with each other causing
electrons to be lost and/or gained. Pockets of charged ion particulate begin
forming which forces a charge migration within the thunder cell. (See Figure 1-
1) As the opposing charged sectors increase, the potentials between these 
charged sectors can attain voltage differentials in the order of 108 to 109 volts 
with respect to each other or to the earth. When these clouds come within a
reasonable vicinity of the earth or another cloud, electric fields reaching
hundreds of thousands of volts per meter are produced. When the electric field
gradients are compressed at local areas such as a mountain top residing below 
a thunder cell, the fields become intense enough to cause a break down of the
dielectric properties of air. Air break down occurs at a field strength of
approximately 30 kilovolts/centimeter. During the air breakdown process, it has
2
3approximately 30 kilovolts/centimeter. During the air breakdown process, it has 
been observed that a bluish electrical charge is formed at the points where the
field is most intense. This bluish color is the corona known as “St. Elmo’s Fire”.
At this point there are voltage differentials capable of producing electric currents
in the air that can reach 300 to 400 microamperes. (1)
4Figure 1-1: Thunder Cell Charge Separation Activity.
5The next step in the process of lightning strike development is the formation of 
what is known as a leader. A leader is a slow moving column of ionized air that
forms due to the intense electric field. The leader acts as an extension of the
charged sector of the thunder cell. It may propagate into a length of 30 to 50 
meters. As charge flows into the leader, it tries to maintain an equalized charge
level between the leader and the cell. New leaders begin to form by branching
from the tip of the original leader. These leaders continue to form in a stepping 
fashion branching out away from the charged thunder cell into the un-ionized 
atmosphere. A similar step-leader development process may occur at the 
ground level when a thunder cell is located within a reasonable distance above 
the ground. The location of the large charged thunder cell creates a localized 
region on the earth’s surface where the opposite charge can concentrate. 
Because of this charge concentration, leaders also form from the ground 
upwards into the un-ionized atmosphere. The leaders continue to branch out
from the thunder cell and from the local earth. Eventually the leaders make
contact by forming a continuous channel. Now the two charged bodies have
been connected together with a moderate impedance path formed by the
connecting leaders and the electric current begins to increase in a steady
fashion. The increase in electric current causes the ionized path to heat up and
the diameter of the channel increases, causing an increasing avalanche of
current. The avalanche of current is known as the return stroke, which is most
commonly seen as the visual flash of the lightning strike. Figure 1-2 provides a
6sequential pictorial development of the lightning leader formation and the 
involvement of an aircraft resulting in a return stroke through the aircraft
fuselage.
7Figure 1-2: Step Leader Formation and Return Stroke (1)
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As the localized charge is dissipated through the initial stroke, the lighting current 
amplitude increases to a peak, then decays at a somewhat slower rate. Shortly 
thereafter, (i.e. tenths to 100s of milliseconds later) the dynamics of the charge 
migration and redistribution in the thunder cell will escalate the voltage potentials
again and typically re-establish a follow-on return stroke known as a “restrike”.
The restrike is usually of lesser amplitude and may repeat several times
thereafter. This repeated restrike phenomena is known as “multiple stroke”.
(Refer to Figure 1-3)
Figure 1-3: Return Stroke Plus Restrike (1)
9The electric current waveform for a lightning stroke resembles a double
exponential unipolar waveform as shown in Figure 1-4. The characteristics of
the waveform represent a fast risetime which corresponds of the rate of change
of the in rush current of the return stroke. The slower decay time is
representative of the energy dissipation capability of the charged cloud (or body)
and the lightning channel impedance.
Figure 1-4: Typical Lightning Current Waveform (1)
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Generically, this can be expressed in mathematical form as shown in equation
1-1.
i(t) = l0 (8- 8-P') (1-1)
The parameter, l0 is the free response peak current amplitude. The parameters
ex and p are the rise time wave constant and the decay time wave constant
respectively.
The virtual front of the waveform defines the straight line slope from the 30%
mark to the 90% mark of the peak envelope risetime. This generally
characterizes the rate of rise of the lightning transient. The tail time
characterizes the decay rate and is defined as the total time necessary to reach 
the 50% of the peak envelope after the peak has occurred.
The aircraft flying in the vicinity of a thunder cell can aid in the compression of
the electric field at the extremities of the aircraft. The compression of the field
increases the local field strengths at these extremities. (See Figure 1-5) This 
situation sets up the scenario in which the aircraft can become part of the lighting 
strike return path and thus an aircraft lightning strike is born.
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Figure 1-5: Aircraft Electric Field Compression (1)
Occurrence Rates of Lightning Strikes to Aircraft
The rate of occurrence of a lightning strike varies depending on the global
location and the flight profile most commonly flown. An average of one strike
can be expected for each 3000 hours of flight for most types of commercial
transport aircraft. This equates to one strike per aircraft per year of operational
service. It is also interesting to note that these strikes will occur primarily under
15,000 feet and particularly during takeoff, landing, and while in holding
patterns. It is during these flight phases that the avoidance of storm activity is
often impossible. (2)
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Lightning Amplitudes
The lightning strike amplitudes can vary in current conduction capability from a 
few thousand amperes to several hundred thousand amperes. An estimate has 
been published by Cianos and Pierce (2) in the form of a chart, repeated in 
Figure 1-6, which estimates that five percent of strikes are greater than 100 
kiloamperes. It is also estimated that only 0.5 percent of strikes (or 1 in 200) will 
ever reach the 200 kiloamperes level.
% of Strikes Greater Than Indicated Peek Current 
0.O1 0.1 1 2 5 10 20 3040 506070 80 90 95 98 99 99.9 99.99
Figure 1-6: Cianos and Pierce Lightning Probabilities Chart (2)
CHAPTER II
AIRCRAFT LIGHTNING ENVIRONMENT DEFINITION
Lightning has been under study since the beginning of man. It has been a 
fascinating phenomena and there has been a significant amount of 
information on the effects of lightning upon various types of systems. In the 
early 20th century, Bewley performed a notable amount of work in 
understanding the effects of lightning upon powerline transmission systems.
(3) That work continued to be updated as power systems became more 
prevalent and sophisticated. The study of lightning to aircraft electrical 
systems is relatively new. Most of what had been studied before 1970 
focused on the aircraft skin current carrying capabilities and the effects 
associated with burning, melting, deformation from magnetic forces and 
eroding at the attachment point(s). These effects have been defined by the 
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) as DIRECT EFFECTS of lightning.
The area which has received a great deal of emphasis in the past ten years
or so has been the INDIRECT EFFECTS of lightning. Indirect effects are 
defined by the SAE as voltages and currents that are induced into the 
electrical system circuits (such as an aircraft) due to the interaction of the 
electromagnetic fields associated with a lightning strike. This thesis will study
the indirect effects of lightning upon a FADEC system.
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electromagnetic fields associated with a lightning strike. This thesis will study
the indirect effects of lightning upon a FADEC system.
SAE Definition of Lightning Environment
There are many definitions found in the aviation industry documentation that
describe and define the aircraft lightning environment. From an indirect 
effects standpoint, the most comprehensive of these sources was found to be 
U.S. Department of Transportation I Federal Aviation Administration Advisory
Circular, AC-20-136 (4) which was developed by the Society of Automotive 
Engineers (SAE) Lightning Sub-Committee after many years of testing and 
research. It is not intended to be the complete definition but does provide 
excellent guidance in determining the design and test requirements for 
aircraft electrical systems as well as demonstrating compliance with the 
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR). (5) Work is still ongoing to provide a
complete set of documents which will provide detailed explanation of the 
lightning environment, recommended test techniques and recommended
design approaches for aircraft protection against lightning.
The external lightning environment can be defined as a set of idealized
waveforms which comprise of the main elements of the lightning event. This
definition breaks down the lightning event into five separate components.
Components A, B, C, and D are representative of a cloud-to-ground lightning
15
strike or that which would be experienced during the attachment of a lightning
strike to an aircraft. Component H represents the high rate of rise effects of
intracloud or cloud-to-cloud lightning event or that which would be
experienced by a nearby lightning strike. Component H also represents the
effects associated with the step leader formations . These are idealized
waveforms which encompass the vast majority of the energy content and
physical characteristics encountered during a lightning event.
Component A Definition
Component A represents the first return stroke of a severe lightning event. It
is defined as a unipolar waveform with a peak current amplitude of 200,000 
amperes, a peak rate of rise of 1.4 X 1011 amperes/second and a decay rate
as shown in Figure 2-1. (4,6)
16
Figure 2-1: Component A Waveform Environment Definition (4)
Mathematically this definition is represented by equation 2-1.
i(t) = l0 (s - E -P‘) (2-1)
where: l0 = 218,810 Amperes
a = 11,354 seconds '1 
P = 647,265 seconds ‘1 
t = time in seconds
It should be noted that the term, Action Integral, is used to define the damage 
capability of a given lightning environment and is directly related to the 
amount of energy that can be deposited or absorbed by a given system. It is
17
represented by the integral equation, J i 2(t) dt which have units of amperes2
seconds. If the resistance of a system being subjected to the lightning is 
known, then the actual energy deposited can be found by multiplying the 
Action Integral by the system resistance. (4)
Component B Definition
Component B represents the intermediate current resulting from a lower level 
strike. Its waveform is defined in Figure 2-2. It has a slower rise time and fall 
time as compared to Component A and a total charge transfer of 10
coulombs.
Figure 2-2: Component B Waveform Environment Definition (4)
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Mathematically it is represented by equation 2-2.
i(t) = l0 (8 ■“* - 8 -pt) (2-2)
where: l0 = 11,300 Amperes
a = 700 seconds '1 
|3 = 2000 seconds '1
t = time in seconds
The utilization of this waveform is not readily applied because its effects are
usually covered by the use of the more severe Component A. It has some
applications where high level threats of lightning may not be the worst case.
This may be true for some lightning protection devices which perform well
under severe lightning strikes, but allow the effects of a lower level strike to
infiltrate the system.
Component C Definition
Component C defines the continuing current conduction effects through the
lightning channel and is associated with the charge equalization between the
two charged bodies. The waveform is a rectangular shape, essentially a 
direct current type phenomena as shown in Figure 2-3. The total charge
transfer for this portion of the lightning event is defined to be 200 coulombs.
19
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Figure 2-3: Component C Waveform Environment Definition (4)
Component D Definition
Component D represents the restrike condition of a severe lightning event. It
is defined to be half of the Component A peak level (100,000 amperes) with
the same rate of rise and decay rate characteristics. Refer to Figure 2-4 for
the waveform definition.
20
Figure 2-4: Component D Waveform Environment Definition (4)
Peak Current 
LOO kA
Action Integral 
O.25xlO6A s
Decay to 50X 
34.5 us
Component D is mathematically represented by equation 2-3.
i(t) = l0 (s - e ’pt) (2-3)
where: l0 = 109,405 Amperes
oc = 22,708 seconds '1 
p = 1,294,530 seconds '1
t = time in seconds
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Component H Definition
Component H represents the high rate of rise effects experienced during a
nearby cloud-to-cloud or intracloud strike as well as step leader formation
effects. It does not represent a direct attachment of a lightning strike to the
aircraft as do components A through D. The waveform is a unipolar double 
exponential with a peak rate of rise of 2 x 1011 and a decay rate as shown in 
Figure 2-5. The mathematical expression for component H is defined in
equation 2-4.
i(t) = l0 (£ - 8 pt) (2-4)
where: l0 = 10,572 Amperes
a = 187,191 seconds '1 
P = 19,105,100 seconds'1
t = time in seconds
22
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Figure 2-5: Component H Waveform Environment Definition (4)
Multiple Stroke and Multiple Burst Events
The previous basic definitions provide a means for defining several particular 
aspects pertaining to a lightning event. With regards to FADEC/engine 
applications, as well as many other avionics systems, experience has shown 
that lightning events are comprised of what is known as a multiple stroke
event. The SAE standard definition of multiple stroke is a series of 24 current 
pulses. The first pulse is the full value of the Component A, and the following 
23 pulses are a randomly spaced series of Component D waveforms having 
an amplitude of 1/2 of the standard component D. Figure 2-6 shows the
23
multiple stroke sequential event. The defined minimum time between each
pulse is 10 milliseconds and the defined maximum time is 200 milliseconds.
The entire multiple stroke event occurs in less than 2 seconds. These
amplitudes and timing sequences are based on field measurements as well
as a compilation of the NASA, aircraft manufacturers’ and engine
manufacturers’ testing experiences. (4)
Figure 2-6: Multiple Stroke Pulse Sequence (4)
A multiple burst is another aspect that can be defined. The multiple burst
definition is also a series of short duration current pulses. The SAE standard
defines the multiple burst event as a series of 24 bursts with each burst
containing 20 pulses. The multiple burst event is representative of two
sources of lightning environment phenomena. The first source is the
24
lightning step leader formation emanating from the charged cell or aircraft.
When each step leader is formed from the charge source, it causes a spike of 
current to exist in the leader channel These step leaders then branch into
various directions into the atmosphere. The current draw from the charged
sector to feed the leader is one source of the multiple burst string of current
pulses. Compounded with this aspect is the second source of fast transients 
of the multiple burst event. The changing current associated with nearby 
lightning strikes drives a changing ambient electromagnetic field which can
cause further current induction in surrounding conductive structures. Since
this type of an event can happen simultaneously from several nearby charge
centers, the number of pulses can be quite numerous and dense. Due to this
combinational effect which can produce a barrage of fast rising short duration
transients, the SAE has defined the multiple burst scenario. This is
comprised of 480 pulses that are grouped into 24 bursts containing 20 pulses 
in each burst. Figures 2-7a & 2-7b defines the multiple burst pulse
sequence. (4)
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Figure 2-7a: A Single Burst Definition Having 20 Pulses (4)
Figure 2-7b: Multiple Burst Sequence Definition (4)
The randomness that is integrated into the definition accounts for the
combinational effect of multiple sources which have no timing coherency.
Recent interim recommendations by the FAA/SAE Aircraft Lightning Advisory
Committee have revised the multiple burst sequence to contain a series of
26
three bursts rather than the above defined 24 bursts. This change was
based on further expansion of the experience base concerning multiple burst
events in recent years. It is perceived that the original definition was overly
conservative due to the uncertainty that was apparent when full authority
controls systems were being integrated into the modern aircraft.
Lightning Frequency Spectrum
The lightning energy spectrum is generally dominated in the low frequencies.
The fairly high rate of rise of the Component A and H environments do
provide some level of energy at the higher frequencies. A plot of the
generalized lightning environment in terms of magnetic field strength is
shown in Figure 2-8. Generally speaking, most lightning transient analysis is
performed in the time domain.
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Figure 2-8: Lightning Frequency Spectrum (4)
CHAPTER III
FADEC SYSTEM DEFINITION
The main essence of a typical modern jet engine electrical system is its FADEC 
system which has full authority over all control and communication operations of 
the engine. The heart and brains of the system is the Engine Control Unit (ECU)
which contains the controlling computer microprocessor(s). Many engine systems
have multiple microprocessors to provide redundancy and handle high loads of 
computational requirements. The ECU has electrical wiring connection via
electrical cables to various engine sensors and mechanical actuation subsystems.
These sensors and actuator subsystems provide the necessary conversion of 
engine temperatures, pressures, or actuator positions to an electrical signal that
can be processed by the ECU's computer. Most modern engine control systems
utilize multiple feedback loops to provide appropriate response times for any 
dynamic changes in the engine’s operating condition. The control loop dynamics 
can play a major role in an engine control system’s ability to withstand lightning
induced perturbations.
Another significant aspect of a FADEC system is that typical systems are designed 
to have redundant portions of the system, especially the critical portions of the
engine control. A completely redundant system would have two independent
28
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channels containing separate processors and dedicated input sensors and output
actuation subsystems. A significant aspect with a lightning event is that the
lightning can affect both channels of the engine control and in some cases all
engines at once. This makes redundancy something a designer would not like to 
depend upon for lightning protection. This is another reason that lightning effects
have received so much attention with regards to FADEC systems.
Another criticality of the FADEC system is that most aircraft systems integrate the
FADEC system with other aircraft systems such as the flight computer, 
maintenance computer, electrical power system, flight control subsystems and the
cockpit throttle systems. These systems are interconnected to the FADEC system
via a databus or discrete wire interfaces which ultimately are routed throughout
various areas of the aircraft. What this does is greatly increase the exposure of
the FADEC system to a lightning induced signal perturbation. As an example of
this point, a lightning strike to the nose of an aircraft can produce substantial
induced voltages upon the electrical circuits that interconnect between the aircraft
cockpit and the FADEC system. The return stroke currents propagate throughout 
the aircraft cockpit structural members. These currents are in close proximity to 
the aircraft interconnecting cables and can induce voltages in the cockpit wiring, 
which in most cases do no not have very much cable shielding. The voltages are
transmitted down the interconnecting cable to the FADEC system interface
circuitry. The extensive aircraft interconnecting wiring provides a scenario where
30
lightning attachments most anywhere on the aircraft can induce transients that 
appear up at the FADEC system interfaces. The coupling of energy from the 
source lightning current to the aircraft interconnecting cabling has a strong 
relationship to the exposure area of the cable. Lightning currents propagating
from nose to tail of an aircraft can expose hundreds of linear feet of aircraft cables
causing an increase in exposure area that is directly proportional to cable length. 
This is why there are normally more stringent design requirements placed on
electrical circuits that interface with the other aircraft interfaces as opposed to
interfaces that are dedicated to engine mounted components only.
In addition to providing the necessary control of the engine, the FADEC system's
ECU also communicates to the aircraft computer systems providing engine
condition monitoring and other valuable information to the fight/maintenance 
crews. A typical block diagram of a FADEC system is shown in Figure 3-1.
31
Figure 3-1: Simplified FADEC System Block Diagram
Notes:
1. Electronic Engine Control (ECU)- main controller of engine system.
2. Pressure Sensors - provide electrical signal commensurate with the air 
pressure of the compressor, engine inlet and related zones of engine.
3. Temperature Sensors - provide electrical signal commensurate with inlet 
air, combustor, compressor, turbine and exhaust.
4. Variable Geometry Actuators - provide electrical signal of sensed 
position for a given actuator such as inlet guide vanes or variable bleed 
air valves or fuel metering valves. Also accepts command signals from 
the ECU to move actuator to desired position for proper engine control.
5. Engine Condition Monitoring - provides various engine data such as 
engine run time, oil temperature, oil quality and quantity, turbine blade 
temperature, etc.
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Figure 3-2 provides a pictorial view of a closed-loop control system for the engine.
In a simplified discussion, the input temperatures and actuator positions define the 
status of the engine to the control unit. The control unit converts those signals to
digital format for the processor to perform calculations. These calculations are
based upon the software code installed in the processor memory. The output
calculations are converted to electrical signals which can be used by the actuators.
The actuators adjust their position which causes the engine speed and thrust to
33
respond. The response is fed back into the control unit via the sensed engine
speeds and the calculations are iterated again per the software definitions, thus
closing the control loop.
Typical Operating Characteristics of FADEC System Circuits
There are a wide variety of circuit types and operating characteristics associated
with a modern FADEC system. A summary of some typical characteristics is
provided in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: FADEC System Electrical Characteristics (Typical)
System
Component
Circuit Type Typical Operating
Voltage (approximate 
values)
Temperature
Sensors
Thermocouple 10s of millivolts
Resistance Temperature
Device
(Thermister)
100s of millivolts
Position
Sensors
Variable Differential 
Transformer
10s of millivolts
Resolver 100s of millivolts
Switch 5 - 30 volts
Potentiometer millivolts - volts
Actuation
Interfaces
Torquemotor 10 volts
Solenoid 5-28 volts
Databus MIL-STD-1553 20 volts
ARINC 429/629 10 volts
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In a closed loop control system, the gains of many of the circuits can be quite
large. The input noise response from a lightning strike can cause control system
oscillations that disrupt the engine speed, fuel flow or variable geometry surfaces. 
Fortunately, for many of the control loops, the physical engine response is
relatively slow and much of the lightning induced perturbation is dampened by the
high inertia/low-pass filter effect of the large turbo-machinery. There are some
aspects of engine controls in which the engine dynamics can react very quickly.
An example of this is the variable compressor stator vanes dynamics and their
effects on the engine stall margin. Disruptions to the control loop responsible for
maintaining the position of the compressor vane at optimal efficiency for the
compressor can cause the vanes to be in such error that the airflow disruption
through the engine core would stall. This is similar to the stalling of an aircraft
wing when the pressure differential between the normally low pressure side and
the high pressure side of the compressor airfoils inverts or flipflops causing a
reverse pressure differential. The airflow dynamics of such an event is measured
in milliseconds and without prompt correction by the control will ultimately cause
engine failure. It is due to situations of this nature that one must be very
conservative about protection from lightning induced perturbations .
Of particular concern for FADEC systems is that the most severe lightning strikes
are typically cloud to ground strikes which most likely occur during the take-off or
landing of an aircraft. This is when the engine control system is at its most critical
35
and in many cases most sensitive state due to the fact that the engine dynamics 
are most sensitive to the input electrical signals of the control system. Therefore,
signal perturbations produced by a lightning strike could produce the most
significant effect on the engine.
CHAPTER IV
LIGHTNING MANIFESTATION
This section examines how the energy of a lightning strike manifests itself into
the electrical circuits of the FADEC system. The lightning strike to an aircraft
provides a massive barrage of electrical energy that manifests itself through a
distribution of electric currents and voltages within the aircraft structure and
wiring networks. These currents and voltages are a combination of the source
lightning current, the induced currents and voltages as a result of changing
electromagnetic flux linkage, and the voltage differentials produced in the
structure from the lightning source currents.
Coupling Mechanisms
The contribution of source lightning currents, for example, disperse from the
initial attachment point to the various conductive paths in the aircraft structure
and then reconvenes at the exit point of the aircraft. These source currents also
find their way into the electrical wiring interconnecting cables which are parallel
current paths to the aircraft structure elements. The current shared by the
cables are governed by Kirchhoff’s Current Law.
36
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There are also currents and voltages that have developed in the aircraft wiring
as a result of electromagnetic flux linkage between the structural currents and
the conductive loops found in the aircraft interconnecting wiring. The loop is
formed as shown in Figure 4-1.
Structural Lightning Currents
Figure 4-1: Coupling of Loop Voltages/Currents in a Aircraft Cable
For a given lightning current in the engine structure, the flux density immediately
outside that structure will be defined by equation 4-1.
B = (ioH (4-1)
The parameter, jLXo is the permeability of free space = 4ti x 10E-7 henrys/meter.
H is magnetic field intensity in amperes/meter and is defined by equation 4-2.
H = I / (tcD) (4-2)
In this equation, I is lightning current in amperes and D is the diameter of engine
or nacelle structure in meters.
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The total flux that is available to link with a given engine cable is defined by
equation 4-3.
<j> = BA (4-3)
The parameter, A is the area in square meters between the cable and the engine
structure and is defined as the loop area in figure 4-1.
The cable and the end components and the engine structure are interconnected
to form a closed loop. This closed loop can now be linked to the current
contained in the engine or aircraft structure by the total flux. If the flux is time
variant, as is in a transient lightning event, then an induced voltage, e, is
developed in the cable loop which is inversely proportional to the rate of change
of flux as shown in equation 4-4.
eiooP = - d<|>/clt (4-4)
This voltage is the forcing function which drives the cable current circulating in
the loop. (See Figure 4-1) The bulk cable current, I, that is circulating in the
loop is defined by equation 4-5.
Loop = 1/L [ Je dt] (4-5)
The parameter L, is the inductance in the loop and is defined by equation 4-6.
L = (2 X 10E-7)(Ln(4h/d))(length) (4-6)
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The parameters, h, d and length are the height above the engine structure, the
diameter of the cable, and linear length of cable, respectively. All of them are in
units of meters. (7)
Referring to figure 4-1 for the circuits B and C, the loop is opened by the circuit C
component case being insulated from engine/aircraft structure ground. In this
instance, no appreciable current exists in the loop due to the open circuit in the
loop and therefore all of the loop voltage is impressed across the interfaces
between the component case and the aircraft structure.
The d(|>/dt term of equation 4-4 defines the rate of change of the electromagnetic
field produced by the lightning strike current flow. Note that the cable loop area
has a direct relationship to the amount of voltage that is induced into a circuit
loop. The voltage described here would be defined as the loop voltage. Ideally,
if a circuit loop has only inductance and no resistance, then the current in that
loop will have the same shape as the incident magnetic field and will develop a
magnetic field of its own that is equal in amplitude and opposite in polarity to the
incident field. In reality, the loop will have a resistance component and therefore
a decay time constant proportional to L/R and the field will gradually penetrate
the loop.
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A similar situation exists based upon the changing electric field component which 
produces what is defined as displacement currents. These currents are directly 
related to the capacitive coupling that exists between the structure currents and 
the aircraft interconnecting cables. The mathematical relationship is defined by
equation 4-7.
Iloop = C dE/dt (4-7)
The parameter, dE/dt, is the rate of change of the electric field component for the 
lightning produced electromagnetic field. Capacitive coupling tends to be a 
lessor contributor as compared to the inductive coupling component due to the 
relatively low capacitance between the aircraft structure, the interconnecting 
cables and the resulting poor coupling efficiency at lightning predominant
frequencies. (1)
The final contributor that develops voltages and currents in the aircraft wiring 
circuits during a lightning strike is known as structural voltage differentials. To 
illustrate, during an aircraft lightning strike, the structural currents can be on the 
order of 100’s of thousands of amperes. With this magnitude of current present, 
voltage differentials can develop between one portion of the aircraft and another. 
An example of this situation is seen in Figure 4-2, in which lightning current 
enters the cockpit area of the aircraft and exits the engine exhaust cone. Even 
with structural resistances in the order of 10’s of milliohms, a voltage drop of 
100,000 amperes x 0.01 ohms equates to a voltage differential of 1000 volts
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between the cockpit systems and the engine electrical systems. These voltages
are impressed as common-mode voltages upon the interface circuits that
interconnect the cockpit controls such as the throttle and the engine FADEC
system. (1)
These fundamental laws of physics are the basis for how and why induced
currents and voltages are developed in aircraft circuits during a lightning strike.
In general, the magnitude of the coupling between the lightning energy
deposited into the aircraft and the FADEC system’s internal circuitry is
determined by:
1. the magnitude of the lightning strike
2. the aircraft geometry and operating envelope
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3. the aircraft / nacelle shielding properties
4. the interconnecting wiring configuration and shielding properties
5. the terminating circuit electrical characteristics
6. the individual engine electrical component shielding enclosure
characteristics
Items 1 and 2 are not in control of the engine manufacturer and are pre-defined for
the given engine application. Items 3 through 6 are factors involved in the engine and 
its electrical system design. The engine manufacturer has design responsibility for
the protection methods that are employed for these factors. Chapter 5 discusses the
design aspects for lightning protection of the FADEC electrical system.
There two basic categories which define the type of electrical system response
that could be experienced during a lightning event. These categories are
damage effects and upset effects.
Damage Effects
Damage Effects are characterized as a permanent alteration of the component
or sub-component. From the FADEC system perspective, there are several
types of component damage that can be experienced. The first is the overstress
of a discrete electrical/electronic component such as a semi-conductor type
device, the central processor, or a passive device such as a capacitor. This
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effect usually occurs at fairly moderate voltages (100’s of volts). Another type of
damage is the dielectric breakdown of the insulation materials of the wiring. In
addition, current levels can reach magnitudes significant enough to cause high
level magnetic forces which can fatigue or break an electrical connection.
Current levels can also be high enough and endure long enough to cause the
thermal melting of conductors or junctions. Circuit protection devices should be
incorporated into the design to prevent permanent damage aspect. These are
covered in more detail in Chapter 5.
Upset Effects
Upset Effects from the FADEC perspective, are characterized by momentary or
permanent loss of control functions as a result of a lightning electrical transient.
The FADEC system is a microprocessor based architecture which typically uses
sampled data processing. Data corruption from the lightning transient can cause
normal control functions and computations to be interrupted momentarily as well
as electrical signal causing erroneous computations leading to loss of engine
control. Some transients are capable of processor reset which can shut down
the electronic control functions until the processor has recovered. Erroneous bit
setting, lost data in memory and miscellaneous error flags set by the electrical
system disturbance also fall into the upset category. The criteria for acceptable 
FADEC system upset varies depending upon the aircraft application. Typical
requirements seen in modern FADEC systems allow no greater than a one or
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two percent thrust delta from steady state engine operating point. The FADEC
system is expected to recover from its perturbed state automatically without pilot
intervention within a two second window. No critical data is permitted to be lost
during or after the lightning event and continued safe flight is expected.
It should be noted that these requirements are very severe design/performance
criteria, the extent of which has been driven by the criticality of the FADEC
system to maintaining safe continued flight. Lesser critical systems, such as 
engine thrust trimmers, may be permitted to be completely non-functional during 
and after the lightning event for a specified period of time. Non-critical systems
may be permitted to experience permanent damage due to a lightning event as
long as they do not affect safe continued flight.
CHAPTER V
PROTECTION DESIGN FROM A LIGHTNING STRIKE
Understanding the lightning phenomena and its interaction with the aircraft is
the first and most critical step in developing a suitable protection scheme.
The next step is putting the proper design in place to prevent the lightning
from causing undesirable effects to the engine electrical system. Once it is
known what type of lightning environment is expected on the outside of the
aircraft, it is then necessary to determine what is the level and the form of
energy that is expected to propagate to the inside of the aircraft. In particular
for this study, the effect on the electrical circuits of the FADEC system shall
be examined. Determining this internal environment can be handled by
breaking down the energy transfer process into a series of transfer functions
associated with the lightning coupling. A block diagram showing this
breakdown of functions is shown in Figure 5-1.
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Output:
Output:
Output:
Initial Conditions:
Figure 5-1: Transfer Function Block Diagram of Protection Design Process.
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Lightning Input Definition
The first step in this process is to define the input conditions. This has been
covered in Chapter II with the environment definition. The FADEC system,
being a critical system to the aircraft, must consider all of the SAE defined
environments, including components A through D, component H, as well as
multiple stroke and multiple burst events. The term “critical” has been 
defined as systems that upon failing to operate would jeopardize the
continued safe flight of the aircraft. (The FADEC system takes that definition 
one step further in criticality such that even small perturbations in FADEC 
system performance are unacceptable during a lightning event because of
the role that the propulsion system plays in sustaining flight.) Other systems
on an aircraft which do not have as critical a function could utilize a more
abbreviated environment definition and less stringent performance
requirements. These systems have been designate as essential or
nonessential equipment.
Transfer Function I
It is necessary to provide further refinements to the external lightning
environment which describe how the lightning strike could actually attach to
the aircraft. This is done by breaking up the aircraft structure into attachment
zones. The zone definition is commensurate with the type of lightning
attachment that would be expected based upon the aircraft’s geometry and
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performance envelope. Usually, the zoning of an aircraft is defined by the
aircraft manufacturer which also includes the engine/nacelles. The zones are
defined by the following concepts:
Zone 1A - Initial attachment point with low possibility of lightning
channel hang-on.
Zone 1B - Initial attachment point with high possibility of lightning
channel hang-on.
Zone 2A -A swept-stroke zone with low possibility of lightning
channel hang-on.
Zone 2B - A swept stroke zone with high possibility of lightning
channel hang-on.
Zone 3 - The portions of the aircraft that lie within or between the
other zones, which may carry substantial amounts of
electric current by conduction between areas of direct or
swept stroke attachment. (1)
Initial attachment points (i.e. zones 1A and 1B) are most predominately
located at the extreme points of the aircraft exterior surface and their
associated structural members. The engine inlet duct, nacelle and engine
exhaust duct are usually the only portions of the propulsion system that must
sustain an initial attachment of a lightning strike.
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Swept Stroke Phenomena
Lightning test data and operational experience has shown that lightning
attachments to a moving aircraft are not a stable event and most attachments
follow a concept known as swept stroke. Once the conduction channel of a
lightning strike has been established it remains fairly stable, but the airborne
aircraft is usually flying in a forward motion. The change in relative positions
causes the channel to detach from the aircraft and reattach at several
locations in a serial fashion. This multiple attachment process is defined as
swept stroke. Figure 5-2 shows this situation.
Figure 5-2: Swept Stroke Phenomena (1)
Swept stroke attachment zones, (i.e. zones 2A and 2B) are usually located
behind zones 1A and 1B on the exterior surface of the aircraft nacelle.
Because zones 2A and 2B rarely experience the initial strike attachment, the
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FAA and the SAE have defined the Component D input levels to be used for
these zones.
Zone 3 was defined to ensure that once the lightning currents have been
established via the attachment point, that there are designated structural
zones that are capable of conducting these lightning currents to the lightning
exit point of the aircraft. Zone 3 is most commonly applied to structural skin,
ribs, trusses, spars and their associated joints/fasteners. See Figure 5-3 for
a pictorial view of a typical engine/nacelle zoning definition.
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Figure 5-3: Engine/Nacelle Lightning Strike Zone Definition
Once the zones have been established for a given engine configuration, it is 
the engine and the aircraft manufacturer’s joint responsibility to allocate the
protection methods needed for that application. The engine electrical
system, including the FADEC system, are usually protected from direct
attachment by aircraft or nacelle structures. Some exceptions exist whereby
an engine sensor is mounted on the external surface of the nacelle structure
in order to provide a undisturbed airstream. This situation could allow a
possible lightning strike attachment to the sensor and is usually avoided. A
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direct strike attachment to such a device would provide an efficient
transmission channel of lightning energy into the FADEC system and require 
extreme and unpracticed methods for protecting the FADEC system electric
circuits.
Aircraft/Nacelle Protection
Protection of the FADEC system at the aircraft/nacelle level is of major
importance. The main aspect of this protection is to have a structural 
shielding design capable of absorbing the attachment of a lightning strike into 
its structural elements and dissipating the current throughout the aircraft skin
and structure. The skin needs to have sufficient conductive properties to
prevent the lightning strike from penetrating it and allowing direct attachment 
to internal engine components inside. If penetration and internal attachment 
were permitted, then this would provide a direct pathway of extremely high
current densities into the FADEC electrical interconnecting circuitry resulting 
in almost certain damage/malfunction. The FADEC system’s state of the art 
circuitry has capabilities of handling lightning currents of approximately a few 
thousand amperes. It would take extraordinary design measures to provide 
an engine electrical system which could withstand a full strike scenario of
200,000 amperes.
For engine nacelle compartments designed prior to 1980, preventing
lightning puncture was inherent to the aircraft. This is because most aircraft
were constructed with aluminum skins and structural members which
provided an excellent lightning current path capable of dispersing the high
density currents at the attachment points quickly into the surrounding aircraft 
skin, therefore preventing severe localized heating, eroding or burning. The 
aluminum skins also prevented the fast rise time leading edge components of 
the lightning energy from penetrating very far into the skin because of the 
skin effect properties of aluminum. These factors contributed to the excellent
shielding/attenuation properties of aluminum nacelles. Figure 5-4 provides a 
typical plot of magnetic field attenuation verses frequency.
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Low Frequency Magnetic Shielding
Figure 5-4: Aluminum Shield Attenuation
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down the lightning current waveforms leading edge, but in so doing also
elongates the duration of the lightning current waveform. This phenomena
decreases the frequency content of the induced lightning transients in the
surrounding aircraft electrical wiring, but also increases the total energy that
must be dissipated in the localized area.
Now that the zones have been defined for the engine and nacelle, there is an
understanding of the lightning environment that exists on the skin of the
aircraft and within the structural members. There must now be a mechanism
to translate this lightning environment to an internal engine compartment
where the FADEC system is located. This relationship completes the
determination of Transfer Function I shown in Figure 5-1. In essence, this
transfer function defines the level of attenuation or shield effectiveness that
the aircraft/nacelle skin provides. The internal current densities and their
associated electromagnetic field intensities through various coupling
mechanisms determine the resultant interconnecting wire voltage/currents
transients.
Transfer Function 11
Using the coupling mechanisms described in Chapter 4, we can determine
the level of coupling that would exist upon the interconnecting cabling as a
result of the internal engine compartment fields and structural voltage
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differentials. This defines Transfer Function II and introduces a concept
known as Transient Control Level (TCL). There are several aspects of the
system configuration that have a major influence upon that level of coupling
that determines Transfer Function II. These aspects are as follows:
1. the cable shielding configuration
2. the connectors and seams that make up the cable shielding
3. the enclosures that terminate the cables at each end
Determining the coupling properties of the interconnecting cables and the
associated enclosures is referred to as determining the Transient Control
Level of the FADEC system. The TCL concept was inspired by the Basic 
Insulation Level (BIL) techniques which have been used for many years by
the electric power industry. The TCL approach defines the maximum
common mode transient expected to be produced in the interconnecting
cable and enclosures of the FADEC system. (3, 4)
Transfer Function II - A Shielded System
Most FADEC system applications employ some level of metallic shielding that 
encase the electrical interconnecting wiring and the associated terminating
circuits. The shielding provides a protective barrier from electromagnetically
coupled energy. A diagram of a typical shielding configuration for a simple
system is shown in Figure 5-5.
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Shielded Enclosure 1 Shielded Enclosure 2
Structural currents
Figure 5-5: A Shielded System Design
The electromagnetic fields internal to the engine compartment interact with 
the FADEC system cables and enclosures and develop currents in them. In 
the Figure 5-5 configuration, the currents exist in the loop formed by the 
cable, enclosures and the engine structure. The shielding attenuation 
properties have a strong dependency upon maintaining the lightning currents 
on the exterior surfaces of the shield. The level of penetration into the
internal cavities of the shielded system provide the potentials that are 
impressed upon the electrical circuits inside. The shielded engine 
component enclosures are typically constructed of heavy gauge metals such 
as aluminum, or related alloy and provide high levels of attenuation due to 
their high conductivity and relative thickness. The cable shields are also 
typically constructed with copper or nickel type materials which also provide 
excellent attenuation characteristics. From the perspective of protecting 
internal circuitry of a cable from the induced effects of lightning, a shield on
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the cable is one of the most effective methods. The science of shielding is an
involved one with many techniques and possibilities from which to chose.
The shielded system’s attenuation characteristics begin to degrade with the
incorporation of mechanical joints between the various shielding materials.
The cables and enclosures must be constructed in various pieces and then
assembled into the complete shielded enclosure. The assembled pieces
have joints at the mating interfaces which can provide higher impedances to
the lightning produced currents. The higher impedances provide a
mechanism for these currents to penetrate the shielded system and develop
internal voltages on the inside of the shield and ultimately upon the internal
circuits. It is therefore critical to the system’s shielding properties to provide
adequate electrical bonding between the sub-assemblies that comprise the
system’s shield. The joints that are most vulnerable to shielding performance
degradation are the electrical connectors at the ends of the cables which are
responsible for terminating the cable shields to the enclosure. These joints
experience the full current levels developed in the cable and must conduct
that current through several mechanical joints. The electrical connector is
designed to allow a detachable connection from the enclosure and the cable.
This detachable interface can be responsible for a large part of the shielding
degradation. Positive metal-to-metal contact between the electrical
connector pieces is usually achieved by threaded joints with high torques. In
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some cases, additional assurance of a conductive joint is provided by jointing
fingers inside the connector assembly. These jointing fingers bridge across
the connector joint to provide another conductive path between the cable
connector and the enclosure connector.
The shielded system is also typically grounded at multiple locations via the
terminating enclosures as shown in a simplified manner in Figure 5-5. The
better the electrical bonds between the enclosure and the engine structure,
the lower the total loop impedances, and therefore the higher the expected
currents that exist in the interconnecting cables. This is an interesting point 
of contradiction in shielding designs for lightning protection. The electrical
bonds that are pertinent to maintaining the shielded enclosure are critical 
players in the shielding attenuation properties. In contrary, the electrical
bonds between the terminating enclosures and the structure actually increase 
the lightning induced threats upon the shielded system by increasing the 
circulating currents. This leads into the concept of multiple point grounding of
a shielded system verses a single point ground for shields or the extreme
condition of no grounding for the shielded system.
The first scenario of multiple grounding points provides a fairly simplistic 
approach with regards to engine assembly and construction. The engine is a 
mechanically robust design environment which by its nature utilizes good
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mechanical joint designs between the enclosures and the engine in order to 
withstand the mechanical stresses. Therefore, multiple point grounding of
shielded designs in the engine are fairly common and in many cases
unavoidable. The second scenario of single point grounds of a shielded 
system is less realistic from a practicality standpoint. This is because the 
FADEC systems of today are fairly complex and utilize a large number of 
sensors and actuators. Ensuring that these components of the system are 
electrically isolated from structure is nearly an impossible task. There would
have to be dielectric materials that must be inserted in the interface between
the isolated enclosures and the engine structure. This dielectric must be 
capable of withstanding the extreme temperatures and mechanical stresses 
that the sensor/actuator and its enclosure are design to meet. In addition, 
the voltage potentials that could develop across that dielectric material due to 
a lightning strike can reach 100’s or 1000’s of volts. (The voltage is a result 
of the loop voltage described in Chapter 4). This makes the single point 
ground as well as the ungrounded shielded design impractical. The 
ungrounded design also has an additional limitation in that there is no 
mechanism for relieving the potentials between the shielded enclosure of the 
FADEC system and the engine ground. Potentials can develop from a
number of sources internal or external to the FADEC system.
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If it is decided that a shielded configuration is necessary for the FADEC
system protection, then the attenuation properties of the shielded system are
need to determine the Transfer Function II and the system’s TCL as defined
in Figure 5-1.
For the shielded cable portions of the design, this can be done by performing
a transfer function test which determines the relationship between the bulk
cable current from an induced electromagnetic field, to the resulting
conductor open circuit voltage and short circuit current. A typical
measurement method is shown in Figure 5-6.
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Figure 5-6: Cable Transfer Function Measurement.
The cable’s TCL is usually measured in an open circuit fashion with a high 
impedance scope. In addition, the short circuit current is usually measured 
under the same injection conditions using an internal wire grounded at both 
ends as shown in Figure 5-4. With these two parameters, a generic 
requirement can be defined as the open circuit transient control voltage, Voc,
and short circuit transient control current, Isc. This allows comparison with
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other circuit tolerance parameters that are usually specified in open circuit
voltage and short circuit currents. This also defines the source impedance of
the transient condition via the relationship Voc/lsc and allows the TCL
parameters to be utilized in assessing a wide assortment of attached circuit
impedances and their resulting interactions to the transient.
Transfer Function II - Non-Shielded Systems
Referring to Chapter IV, in the case where shielding is not included as part of 
the FADEC system design, this cable and enclosure would provide a loop 
that interacts with the lightning’s electromagnetic fields as well as the
structural currents and resulting voltage differentials to produce a loop 
voltage. The loop voltage would then distribute throughout the FADEC 
system circuits and cable as common mode voltages that are shown in
Figure 5-7.
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Flux linkage
Structure
Where: Vcm1 = eioop(Z1/(Z1+Z2))
Vcm2 = eiooP(Z2/(Z1+Z2))
It is assumed that the interconnecting conductor and the 
structure impedance are negligible as compared to the 
circuit common mode impedances.
Figure 5-7: Unshielded System
The configuration of the interface circuits for each enclosure of the FADEC 
system determine how the loop voltage distributes. The distribution of the 
voltage is proportional to the relative impedance magnitudes as reference to 
structure ground. Without the shielding of the cables and enclosures, there is
no attenuation. This scenario requires that the interface circuit be designed 
with enough common mode voltage rejection to preclude lightning upset or 
damage effects. The Transfer Function II and the resulting TCL as described 
in Figure 5-1 is a straight forward determination of the voltage distribution
based upon circuit impedances.
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The TCL is usually defined in a generic form of an open circuit voltage (Voc).
For the unshielded situation, the Voc is the worst case situation and is
thereby equal to the loop voltage, eioop.
Typical Responses forTCL’s
The aircraft structure, as well as its interconnecting wiring, responds in
essentially two ways. The first response is oscillatory. Its oscillation 
frequency is related to the electrical length of the aircraft and its 
interconnecting cables. When an aircraft and its interconnecting wiring are 
exposed to a lightning event, the electrical conductors (including the aircraft 
skin and the interconnecting wiring) are excited by the electromagnetic field. 
Electrical resonance interaction forces an oscillatory type transient upon the
aircraft circuits and interconnecting cables. The oscillation tends to dampen
out due to the cable losses within 10-20 cycles. Typical aircraft resonances
occur in the 1 to 20 MHz range. The second response is known as the
forced response. These responses follow the forcing function waveform
which for lightning is a unipolar double exponential waveform. A time 
derivative response of the forcing function can also occur for circuits that
utilize the airframe as a circuit return path or are installed in non-metallic
aircraft structures. (1,7)
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The amplitude and duration of the waveforms that are coupled to the
interconnecting cable are a function of the cable’s shielding and attenuation 
properties as well as the cables length or loop area, the distributed 
capacitance between the conductors and the engine structure (or the
capacitance between the conductors and the shield, if it is a shielded cable).
Transfer Function III and Determining the ETDL
Transfer Function III defines the relationship between the coupling of the 
interconnecting wire to the voltage transients actually seen at the terminating
electrical circuits. The resulting output is the Equipment Transient Design
Level (ETDL). This level establishes the voltage transient tolerance
requirement for the equipment containing the electrical/electronic circuit. It 
must also be understood that the ETDL definition is not for just one pulse
transient, but must withstand the multiple transient aspects as defined in
multiple stroke and multiple burst, so timing effects, energy effects, as well as
amplitude effects must be considered in the design of the protection. (4)
To determine Transfer Function III, we must start with the TCL determined by
Transfer Function II. The relationship between the TCL and the actual
transient impressed upon the circuit predominantly depends upon the
interface circuit parameters:
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Circuit Impedances to Engine Ground
The impedance of a circuit to the engine ground determines the appropriate
share of the induced loop voltage. High impedance circuits will consume 
higher ratios of the available loop voltage and vice-versa as discussed in 
Chapter 4. There are two types of circuit topologies which must be
considered. The first being circuits represented by Figure 5-8 where the high
side input is a straight wire into the circuit and the ground reference is the
enclosure’s chassis (which ultimately is tied to engine ground structure). The
common mode TCL transients are impressed upon the interface circuit and
directly add or subtract to the circuit’s normal operating signals. The second 
type of circuit topology utilizes a differential circuit interface. This type of 
circuit has a dedicated input wire for the high side signal and another for the
low side signal. Ideally, this eliminates the influences of the circuit on
common mode voltages injected via the engine structure return path. The
circuit would be operating from the signal that exists between the two wires
alone and would be unaffected by any lightning induced transients. (8)
Configuration of Input/Output Wires
This applies only to differential circuit topologies described above. When 
wires that are part of the interconnection cables are twisted, they increase the
common mode rejection capability by reducing any loop flux linkage between 
the signal wires high side and return. Without a twisted configuration, flux
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linkage will interact with the loop area formed in-between the two parallel
conductors which would develop a differential voltage that can add or
subtract and therefore interfere with the circuits operating signals. (8)
Parasitics Capacitances and Leakage Resistances
A differential circuit topology attempts to provide a the same impedance to
the ground structure reference for both the high and low side signal wires.
This is defined as balanced circuit. The better the balance, the greater the
common-mode rejection capability of the circuit. Parasitic effects are
imperfections of the circuit balance that degrade the circuit’s common-mode
rejection capability as shown in Figure 5-8. (8)
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Enclosure 1 Enclosure 2
(i.e. Electronic Control Unit) (i.e. Sensor)
Figure 5-8: An Unshielded System Design
In referring to Figure 5-8, the following definitions are made:
Vcm-a is the common mode voltage between the high potential input
circuit and enclosure 1 ground reference which is the enclosure
chassis.
Vcm-b is the common mode voltage between the high potential input
circuit and enclosure 2 ground reference which is enclosure chassis. 
Vcm-c is the common-mode voltage between both high and low of the
interface circuit in enclosure 1 chassis.
Vcm-d is the common-mode voltage between both high and low of the
interface circuit and enclosure 2 chassis.
Vcm-structure is the voltage between the two enclosure cases.
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Circuit Transient Protection
There are several circuit design elements which can be used to increase the
immunity of a given circuit. The most common designs utilize transient 
suppression devices known as Metal Oxide Varistors (MOV) or Silicon 
Transient Voltage Suppressers (STVS).
Metal Oxide Varistors
The MOV is a member of a family of devices which clamp surge or transient 
voltages by functioning as a voltage dependent nonlinear variable 
impedance. Because the lightning induced transients are largely dominated 
by a common mode effect, the MOVs are usually connected in parallel with a 
protected input wire and ground. Under normal conditions, they appear as 
extremely high resistance devices until they reach the clamping voltage 
where they transition rapidly to a low resistance. The faster this transition 
occurs, the better the clamping effect. The energy diverted by the MOV is 
largely absorbed by the device itself. Because of the makeup of the device 
they are generally used for higher voltage applications such as power supply
inputs. (9)
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The following describes the physical makeup of an MOV.
"The varistor is composed primarily of zinc oxide with small 
additions of bismuth, cobalt, manganese and other metal oxides.
The structure of the body consists of a matrix of conductive zinc 
oxide grains separated by grain boundaries providing P-N junction 
semiconductor characteristics. These boundaries are responsible 
for blocking conduction at low voltages and are the source of the 
nonlinear electrical conduction at higher voltages. Since electrical 
conduction occurs, in effect, between zinc oxide grains distributed 
throughout the bulk of the device, the GE-MOV Varistor is 
inherently more rugged than its single P-N junction counterparts, 
such as zener diodes. In the varistor, energy is absorbed uniformly 
throughout the body of the device with the resultant heating spread 
evenly through its volume. Electrical properties are controlled 
mainly by the physical dimensions of the varistor body which is 
sintered in various form factors such as discs, chips and tubes. The 
energy rating is determined by volume, voltage rating by thickness 
or current flow path length, and current capability by area 
measured normal to the direction of current flow." (10)
The Silicon Transient Voltage Suppresser
The Silicon Transient Voltage Suppresser (STVS) is similar in concept to the
zener regulator diodes but it is designed with a much larger area P-N junction 
to facilitate the handling of large currents. In addition, some of these devices
are constructed with integral heatsinks on the sides of the silicon elements to
increase peak power ratings. These devices are often generically referred to 
by the tradename of "TransZorb". In the FADEC applications these devices 
are generally applied on the signal lines where their low voltage ratings are 
more suitable than MOVs which are typically used in higher voltage ranges.
(9)
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The STVS device has several characteristics which distinguish it from other
transient protection devices. On the plus side they clamp very quickly and are 
generally constructed to have low clamping voltages which find application in 
protecting low voltage circuitry. They do have a very low “ON” resistance so
that the change in clamping voltage as current levels and temperature
fluctuate is minimized. They have essentially no wear-out mechanisms.
They have a rather high capacitance, in the 5 to 10 nanofarad range, though 
units packaged with series diodes can reduce this value. Power dissipation 
capabilities are generally much lower than MOV type devices and leakage
can also be a problem in some sensitive low voltage applications. (9)
Generally, however, these devices are the transient protection device of 
choice in the present generation of FADEC controls.
Other Circuit Protection Schemes
Other circuit protection devices include series resistance placed at the input
circuit of the electronic engine control. This provides a simple voltage division
that is proportional to the ratio of the series resistance and the sum of the
series resistance and input circuit impedance.
Low pass filters placed at the input circuit can provide increased immunity by 
attenuating the leading edge high frequency components of the transient
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waveform. These are used very sparingly in most FADEC applications due 
to the limited space available for filter elements which tend to be rather large 
for lightning amplitudes and frequencies.
Software filters can also be very effective in eliminating corrupted data 
samples. Algorithms which average a given number of previously sampled 
data points (like a hanning window ) or average data inputs from multiple
sources increase confidence in an accurate input signal during a lightning
event.
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A Discussion About Margins
During the design phase of the FADEC system, Transfer Functions I, II and III
must be determined to provide the proper protection scheme. Determination of
these transfer functions can be done by analytical modeling, full-scale testing or
a combination of both. The end result of this exercise determines the total level
of protection needed and provides input concerning the most appropriate
location for the protection.
It is usually required by airframe manufacturers, as well as FAA certifying 
agencies, that a defined design margin be established for the engine critical
controlling functions. This margin is necessary to account for uncertainties
associated with the lightning environment definitions as well as the lightning
protection verification process. The level of margin applied to a design is
inversely proportional to the confidence placed on the design verification
methods. Typical numbers are usually a 2:1 safety factor applied between the 
lightning threats that were applied during verification as compared to the actual
calculated or measured threat.
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A Practical Example
The following is a practical example of the design methods that utilize the
transfer function design process described in the previous sections. It is
based upon a FADEC system application for a mid-size commercial
transport.
Full Threat Strike Relationship to Engine Compartment Flux
Using equations from Chapter 4 (equations 4-1 through 4-3) it can be shown that
for a given lightning current in the engine structure, the total flux immediately
inside the engine compartment is defined by equation 5-1.
<|) = A p011 (tiD) (5-1)
The cable and the end components and the engine structure are
interconnected to form a closed loop which can link with the flux. The total
flux linkage is a particularly useful parameter for design purposes since it is 
highly dependent upon the cable lengths, loop area linking the flux and the
orientation of the loop with respect to the flux lines. These features are ones
in which the engine manufacturer can exercise some design flexibility.
Using the geometric parameters that are available for the engine cable
layouts and the dimensions of the engine structure, calculations can be
made to show the areas of the engine design where flux linkage is at a
maximum and where linkage is at a minimum. A set of sample calculations
is shown in the Table 5-1 below.
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Table 5-1: Flux Linkage Calculations
Variable Component A Component H
Strike level-fan compartment Amps 200000 10000
Strike level-core compartment Amps 200000 10000
Fan H-field H1 39808.9 1990.4
Core H-field H2 57903.8 2895.1
Fan B-field B1 0.05 0.0025
Core B-field B2 0.0727 0.0036
diameter of fan D1 1.6 1.6
diameter of core D2 1.1 1.1
permeability uo 0.0000012 0.0000012
cable length-fan 11 3.75 3.75
cable height-fan hi 0.1 0.1
loop area at fan A1 0.375 0.375
cable length core I2 0.5 0.5
cable height-core h2 0.1 0.1
loop area at core A2 0.05 0.05
rise time dt 6.40E-06 1.50E-07
angle of Incidence - fan theta 1 9.00E+01 9.00E+01
angle of Incidence - core theta2 6.00E+01 6.00E+01
loop voltage-fan e1 2929.6 6250
loop inductance-fan L1 2.2468E-06 2.2468E-06
cable current-fan i1 8345.2 417.2
loop voltage-core e2 568.1 1212.1
loop inductance-core L2 2.9E-07 2.9E-07
cable current-core i2 12138.4 606.9
loop resistance-fan R1 0.05 0.05
time const-fan Tc 4.4E-05 4.4E-05
diameter of cable-fan d1 0.02 0.02
diameter of cable-core d2 0.02 0.02
Total Flux Available phi 0.0223 0.00111
The total flux that can link with a given cable system becomes the input to
Transfer Function II. Relative comparisons of the total flux can provide an
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indication of where protection design can provide the best attenuation
properties.
Flux Linkage Relationship to Cable Induced Current
Since the flux is time variant, an induced voltage, e, is developed in the cable
loop which is inversely proportional to the rate of change of flux. This voltage is
the forcing function which drives the cable current circulating in the loop. The
bulk cable current, I, that is circulating in the loop is defined by the combination
of equations 4-4 through 4-6 of Chapter 4. Combining these equations yields 5-
2.
Icable = 2hl (5-2)
[ln(4h/d)]D
This relationship provides the first order approximator for cable currents existing
within the various engine harnesses. The following sample calculations were 
made using this equation and measured dimensional data from the engine being
studied in this example. Several cases are examined in order to address various
assumptions for lightning current distributions in the engine compartment.
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FADEC SYSTEM LIGHTNING TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
Definitions:
D = diameter of circular ground plane where lightning current 
in meters
d = diameter of cable conductor in meters 
h = height of cable from the ground plane in meters 
ipeak = peak value of current in cable in amperes
ANALYSIS ON FAN CABLES J5 THRU J8:
Case 1: All current exists in fan frame - axial flow direction
h := 0.075 d := 0.011 D := 1.62
ipeak :=
400000-h
D- In
ti 
4 — 
d
ipeak = 5.602*10
Case 2: All current stays on nacelle skin: 
h := 0.12 d : = 0.011 D := 2.25
400000-h
ipeak :=
D- In
h’ 
4- - 
d
ipeak = 5.65*10
ANALYSIS ON CORE CABLES J9 AND J10:
Case 1: All 200 KA in fan frame radial direction:
h := .15 d := 0.011
ipeak :=
400000-h
D- In
h' 
4- - 
d
ipeak - 6.668*10
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Case 2: All current flows in the axial direction:
h := 0.04 d := 0.008 D := 0.7
400000-h
ipeak :=
D- In
h' 
4 — 
d
ipeak = 7.63-10
Case 2a: addition of voltage due to fan frame spar: 
h := 0.04 d := 0.008 D := 1 avg dis from center engine
400000-h 1
12
ipeak :=
D- In
h 
4- - 
d
ipeak = 445.078
Sum of ipeaks = 7630 + 445 = 8.075-10
Case 3: Assume all current is in Fan nacelle structure:
h := 0.075 d := 0.008 D := 2.25
400000-h
ipeak :=
ipeak = 3.679-10' h' 
4- 
d
D- In
PEAK CURRENT AS A FUNCTION OF CABLE HEIGHT ABOVE GROUND PLANE
D := 1.62 Fan Diameter 
h := 0.005,0.006 ..0.15 
d := 0.011
400000-h
0 150.005 h
average distance above engine in meters
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Based upon the calculations, the resultant component A worst case cable
current for cables installed in the fan section of the engine would be 5650
amperes. The cables located in the core section of the engine could see worst
case component A currents of 9261 amperes. The cable currents for 
component H would be 283 and 463 for fan and core cables respectively. All
currents are the peak value of the waveform.
Transfer of Shield Current to Conductor Voltage
This transfer function will be determined by test. The test plan is to mount an
engine cable test specimen on a test bench with one end terminated to an 
engine component and the Electronic Engine Control (EEC) end of the cable
connected to a bracket with a EEC connector mounted to it. (See Figure 5-9)
The EEC connector will be configured so that the connector pins can be
accessed for measurement of induced conductor voltages. The engine
component end of the cable will have the internal circuits grounded to the test
bench ground plane. This grounded end provides the reference for measuring 
the open circuit voltage developed on the inside conductors. Waveforms
representative of component A and H will be magnetically induced upon the 
cable’s shield. The resultant voltage at the EEC connector pins will be
measured by a high impedance scope. In addition, the pins at the EEC 
connector will also be terminated to ground and a current probe placed around
them while another pulse of lightning waveforms A and H are injected on the
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shield. This will provide the means to measure the short circuit current. These
measurements of open circuit voltage and short circuit current provide the
needed data to determine if the cable’s transient protection design is adequate.
Sensor
Isc
Voc
Figure 5-9: Cable Transfer Function Test Method
The results of this testing are shown in Table 5-2:
Table 5-2: Cable Transfer Function Test Results
Test Specimen Component A 
Response
Component H Response
Icable Vconductor TF Icable Vconductor TF
amps volts mohm amps volts mohm
Fan Compartment
Cable:
Sample 1 1965 18.0 8.3 312.4 31.7 10.0
Sample 2 2935 38.7 9.3 441.6 22.1 10.5
Core Compartment
Cable:
Sample 3 1885 115.3 10.2 312.0 31.7 10.0
Sample 4 2880 219.3 12.0 441.2 22.0 13.5
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The open circuit induced voltage that is impressed upon the FADEC system 
internal wiring/circuit contained inside the cable will distribute among the various 
impedances within that FADEC system circuit. Therefore, the impedance of the 
circuit at each end of the cable plays a major role in this voltage distribution.
Two example circuits are shown in Figures 5-10 and 5-11 below which indicate 
how the open circuit voltage would distribute.
Figure 5-10: Circuit 1 High Impedance Circuit at EEC Interface.
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Figure 5-11: Circuit 2 Low Impedance Circuit at EEC Interface.
The worst case condition is when the EEC circuit is a high impedance circuit
with respect to chassis. This would indicate that the impressed voltage 
would be a maximum of one half of the open circuit voltage. Using this
scenario across the board for all EEC interface circuits would mean that
Transfer Function III is a scalar multiplication of 0.5.
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Final Results Summary
Using the analysis results for determining the Transfer Functions I, II and III, 
the following final Transient Control Level was calculated:
Multiple Stroke Event:
(9261 amps)(0.01 volts/amp)(0.5 volts/volt) = 46 volts for Core cables 
(5650 amps)(0.01 volts/amp)(0.5 volts/volt) = 28 volts for Fan cables
Multiple Burst Event:
(463 amps)(0.01 volts/amp)(0.5 volts/volt) = 2.3 volts for Core cables 
(283 amps)(0.01 volts/amp)(0.5 volts/volt) = 1.2 volts for Fan cables
It can be seen from the data in Table 5-3 that there exists a reasonable
design margin for the given system in this example. It can be concluded that 
some design features could be reduced for cost efficiency and not 
significantly reduce the FADEC system’s reliability in a lightning strike
environment. An example would be to relax the cable shielding
requirements which may allow the removal of a cable shield layer. This 
provides a substantial advantage in both weight and cost of the
interconnecting cables.
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Table 5-3: Lightning Analysis Results Summary
ETDL
(volts)
TCL
(volts)
Margin
(dB)
Fan Compartment
Multiple Stroke Upset 200* 28 17
Multiple Burst Upset 200* 1.4 43
Core Compartment
Multiple Stroke Upset 140* 46 10
Multiple Burst Upset 140* 2.3 36
* - The ETDL of 200 and 140 volts is for the most vulnerable circuit in the 
FADEC system, hence the worst case ETDL for the system. All other 
circuits provide substantially higher ETDLs.
CHAPTER VI
PROTECTION VERIFICATION METHODOLOGY
Once the lightning threat is understood and the protection scheme has been 
designed and is in place, suitable methods of verifying that the protection is truly 
adequate must then be accomplished. Proper lightning protection verification for 
a FADEC system is critical to the overall design process. A real lightning
encounter of an aircraft coming in for final approach to a runway is no time to 
find out that the engine’s lightning protection was not sufficient to deal with a full 
threat strike. For this reason, lightning susceptibility testing methods have
become quite extensive and complex. Due to the criticality of the FADEC 
system, its test program becomes a major part of the integrated effort to certify
an aircraft with the FAA. In addition, a maintenance or surveillance program is
necessary to ensure the lightning protection scheme endures for the life of the
engine application.
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Steps For Verification
Verification of the FADEC system can be handled in many different methods or 
strategies. There does not exist, at this point in time, an industry accepted 
guidance document that describes the verification process for a FADEC system 
to lightning induced threats. The airworthiness authorities and military agencies 
have relied upon logical approaches developed by the various industry leaders. 
The SAE Lightning Subcommittee is in the process of drafting a set of reference 
documents that outline a formally accepted approach. The basic steps for 
FADEC System verification to lightning indirect effects process include the
following:
1. Verify the relationship of the external environment to the internal
environment by using:
- full scale aircraft/engine level tests
- full scale analytical modeling and/or analysis
2. Verify FADEC system can withstand the internal environment via:
- FADEC system level laboratory tests
- Individual component level tests
3. Determine if compliance is achieved and margins appropriate
- analyze results of test, resolve any discrepancies
4. Provide methods for verifying/maintaining long term protection in
operational environment
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Full Scale Aircraft/Engine Level Verification
The most comprehensive method for verifying the protection system capabilities
would involve a full scale test upon the entire aircraft which would include a
subset for the engine and its FADEC system. This is generally not pursued very
often due to the complications of evaluating all the various aircraft systems 
properly. Aircraft level testing does have its practical place for engine system 
lightning verification in determining the transfer function of an external lightning 
environment as it relates to the internal engine compartment environment.
There are three test approaches that have been used to determine this transfer 
function. These approaches include High Level Direct Drive, Low Level Direct
Drive and Low Level Swept Continuous Wave.
High Level Direct Drive (HLDD) Tests
The essence of this test method is to inject, via a direct coupling, a lightning 
simulation generator to the aircraft/engine skin in a manner simulating an 
attachment of lightning to the aircraft. (See Figure 6-1) The injected waveform 
is a typically a high current unipolar waveform as described in Chapter 2. 
Injected currents can achieve levels of 100,000 amperes or more depending 
upon the zoning requirements. The main objective of high level tests are to 
evaluate direct effects type phenomena associated with high currents. This 
method has also been used for evaluating the indirect effects. For indirect 
effects evaluations, the resulting currents that disperse throughout the aircraft
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and engine compartment are then measured. These current distributions are
recorded and used for determining the internal environment. The data can then
be used for testing, simulation and analysis purposes upon the various systems
Figure 6-1: Engine High Level Direct Drive Tests
Low Level Direct Drive (LLDD)
This approach is similar in concept to HLDD, but uses a lower injected current 
level. It is used in determining the external-to-internal environment transfer 
function. Injection levels of approximately 1000 amperes are directly injected 
into the aircraft skin and the resulting currents are measured on engine pieces 
and particularly electrical harnesses/cables located inside the aircraft or engine 
compartment. The internal environment is then determined by scaling these 
current distributions to levels that are commensurate with the zoning of the 
aircraft and its expected external threat. Classically, a linear scaling function has
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been used. For example, if 1000 amperes was applied to the inlet lip (which is a
zone 1A, 200,000 ampere full threat zone) of the engine nacelle and a given
engine cable measured 10 amperes as its resultant current, then the internal
cable current that would be expected during a full threat strike would be 200 
times 10 amperes or 2000 amperes. The 200 multiplier is a linear application of 
200,000/1,000 ratio which relates the full threat level to the test injection level. 
Testing experience has shown that a linear scaling factor is a conservative 
approach. Comparison of data for HLDD and LLDD tests show that a linear 
relationship is representative, if not conservative.
Low Level Swept Continuous Wave (LLSCW)
This test approach provides a relationship between the external injected
environment and the resultant internal environment via the frequency domain 
perspective. The injected signal is a continuous wave (usually a sinewave) with 
a given oscillation frequency (typically starting in the low kHz range) and a given 
input current level (typically a few amperes). The driving oscillator is swept in 
frequency to the stop frequency (typically a in the 10’s of MHz range). The 
resultant internal currents are measured at defined frequencies or swept in 
synch with the injection oscillator. The ratio of the two levels defines a frequency 
domain transfer function for any type of electromagnetic environment that exists 
within that frequency band. From this relationship, a basic attenuation curve can
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be determined. By the use of Fourier analysis, the time domain relationships of 
the input and output lightning waveforms can be determined.
The flexibility of this method provides great advantage for use with many types of 
external electromagnetic environments such as radio frequency interference, 
nuclear electromagnetic pulse as well as lightning situations. The test is very
time and resource intensive since it requires a large number of data points to be 
measured for each given injection and measurement points. The critical 
problem with using this data for lightning purposes is the resultant data must be 
scaled from milliampere measured levels to kiloampere full threat levels. A 
linear scaling factor for such a wide span of amplitudes can begin to fall apart by 
providing overly conservative relationships and therefore overly restrictive
internal environments. (See Linear Scaling Factor below.)
Linear Scaling Factor
Test data comparing high level and low level direct drive tests on simplified 
subsystem tests indicate that the relationship approaches an assomptote 
whereby higher injection levels do not produce higher induced currents on the 
internal cables. One theory behind this limiting factor is that as the injection 
levels increase, the drive voltages that force the current through the system 
begin to approach dielectric breakdown levels of many resistive and/or insulating 
types of interfaces. This breakdown causes current diversions to other parallel
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paths which reduces the “systems” loading impedance to the lightning. The
diverted current tends to take away from the linear increase expected upon the
current in the cable branch that is being measured. As drive voltages increase,
more and more parallel paths are established which further contribute to the
non-linear assomptotic relationship.
Test data on cable transfer function tests have shown that the linear scaling
approach is conservative. The data indicates that as the cable current injected 
upon the test specimen increases, the induced open circuit voltage increases
also, but at a less than linear rate. An abbreviated summary of that data is
shown in Table 6-1.
Table 6-1: Cable Transfer Function Data
Injected Cable Current 
(Amperes)
Induced Open Circuit 
Voltage (Volts)
Transfer Function 
(Milliohms)
3 0.015 5
30 0.24 8
300 2.7 9
3000 30 10
Analysis of the test specimen and data showed that the reason for the non-linear
relationship is that as the higher currents were applied to the specimen, the 
various joints and junctions that make up the cable specimen began to micro­
weld together. A micro-weld in this case is a term used to describe the situation 
of tiny welds the size of a pin point which bridge across a mechanical joint. The 
high current densities provide the mechanism for the micro-welds to be formed.
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As the current increases, the microwelds increase in quantity as well as total
surface area of the weld point. In so doing, the micro-welds also reduce the 
impedance of the joint which reduces the induced voltage on the inside of the
shield.
Full Scale Computer Simulation/Modeling
The increase in the costs and complexity of testing aircraft/engine systems and 
the increase with sophisticated computer modeling (i.e. finite element or 
difference analysis) have made analytical methods a viable option for full scale 
lightning environment determination. One aircraft manufacturer has been able to 
substantiate the aircraft lightning protection design using computer modeling 
methods. It is expected that these methods will increase in popularity as 
technical acceptance of the approach proliferates. Historically, simulation and 
computer modeling approaches have required design margins in the order of 20 
dB as compared to full scale and system testing which tend to use 6 dB margins
as standard practice.
FADEC System Laboratory Testing
A fully operating FADEC system laboratory test has become the vehicle of 
choice for substantiating a FADEC system’s upset protection from the engine 
compartment lightning environment. This approach utilizes a fully configured 
FADEC system installed in a test facility/laboratory that provides a suitable
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means for simulating the aircraft interfaces and the engine. Methods which
permit assessment of the performance of the system fall into two types, open-
loop and closed-loop testing.
Open-loop Testing
As the name suggests, the control loops for a given FADEC system under test
are not fed back into the controller of the system. The system is set at a given 
steady state operating point with all inputs to the system maintained within a 
given range. The output signals are then monitored during the test. When the 
lightning transients are applied, the monitored signals are recorded. All of the 
disturbances that exceed a predetermined threshold are analyzed for FADEC 
system performance as if the system had been in control of the engine. Pass or
fail of the test is then determined upon completion of the engine operability
analysis.
Closed-Loop Testing
This method usually simulates the closure of the most critical thrust dependent 
loops of the control system. The FADEC system is operated at a given steady 
state condition. As the lightning transients are applied, the thrust determining 
parameters are monitored and thrust deviations are immediately determined. 
Closed-loop testing allows the natural correcting features of the control loops to
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cause the system to recover and provide a more realistic assessment of the 
system performance. It also provides real-time pass/fail information.
Lightning Simulation Test Methods
FADEC system testing utilizes three basic methods of injecting the transients 
into the system. These three techniques are known as Bulk Cable Injection 
(BCI) and Pin/Wire Injection and Ground Injection.
Bulk Cable Injection Method. The basic intent of cable injection method is to
induce a current in a given cable loop via transformer action using an inductive 
current probe/transformer. The induced current is monitored via a second 
current probe connected to an oscilloscope with storage capability. The test set­
up is shown in Figure 6-2.
Matching the cable current test level when the engine electrical system is 
installed on a test bench may be very difficult. Increasing component bonds or 
cable inductances have provided some level of current distribution control.
Cable current levels have increased dramatically over the past few years. In 
1990, it was estimated that most engine cables would not experience more than 
1 to 2 KA of component A current during a strike. Test data from full scale 
engine and aircraft tests now show that these levels can achieve 10 KA or more.
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This presents a difficult problem of being able to generate a controllable current 
at these types of levels in a bench test environment. This problem is 
compounded by the need to provide multiple stroke and multiple burst
environments which require extensive lightning generator complexities.
Also, waveform matching between the full scale tests and the bench tests can
also be difficult, since the bench test can not simulate all the effects related to
the engine geometry that may influence the waveform.
Figure 6-2: Bulk Cable Injection Test Method
Pin/Wire Injection Test Method. This method focuses on specific electrical 
interfaces of the system. It provides, via an induction transformer or direct 
coupling, an impressed voltage at the interface under test. The voltage is also 
monitored with a measurement probe and a storage oscilloscope.
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This test method is difficult to apply to a complex system with numerous
connector/electrical interfaces. Since lightning is a simultaneous event, 
idealistically it is expected that the voltage injection should be applied to all 
electrical interfaces of the engine electrical system at the same time. A 
compromise is usually accepted which allows the test to be done in smaller 
groups of interfaces and provide system analysis to justify acceptability.
If cable shielding is part of the system design, it must be eliminated in order to 
provide the proper voltage threat. This requires another complication in 
determining the proper voltage level that should be applied when various 
shielding configurations exist in the system or individual cable bundle. Shielding 
transfer functions must be defined and the results incorporated in this test
method.
Figure 6-3: Pin/Wire Injection Method
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Ground Injected Test Method. The ground injection test method resembles the 
pin injection method because it is impressing a voltage upon the interface under 
test. The main difference is the transient is directly injected between the FADEC
system ground plane and the test facility ground plane. This facilitates the 
injection of long duration waveforms which would normally saturate most typical 
injection probes. The advantage is all of the interface circuits see an applied 
voltage simultaneously, as would be expected in a real lightning event. The 
disadvantage is that the system configuration is modified significantly to 
accommodate this test injection, i.e. unshielded cable interfaces and ungrounded
FADEC system.
Figure 6-4: Ground Injection Test Method
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Individual Component Tests
It may be technically advantageous to perform a given sub-set of indirect effects 
lightning tests upon individual components. The most practical application of 
component level testing is used to verify the damage capability of the internal
electrical circuits and their associated dielectric strength properties. Component
damage tests have been generically known as “Pin Damage Tests”, because the 
injected transient is impressed upon the component’s connector pins to access 
damage tolerance. This test method has a basic intent to apply the required 
lightning waveform to each of the individual pins of a given component. Some 
components require that the transients be applied as a multiple stroke event
which requires a sequence of 24 pulses applied. This case is usually pertinent 
where energy build-up concerns need to be addressed. Most electrically simple 
engine components are merely looking to ensure that the dielectric properties 
are capable of withstanding the impressed voltage stress. Engine components
which contain differential circuit topologies that are not reference to the chassis, 
(i.e. floating differential circuits) may be tested with the transient impressed upon 
both the high and low pins simultaneously and with the pins tied together. (See 
Figure 6-5) This provides a more realistic as well as more economical method 
for evaluating the common-mode voltage tolerance of the circuit. These test are 
designed to be done in a static condition, non-operating mode. Power is usually 
required to be applied to engine components which utilize non-linear or semi­
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conductor devices. Circuits which are simple resistors, inductors and capacitors 
generally need not be powered for the testing. It is becoming widely accepted to 
perform simple dielectric stress tests whereby a standard facility powerline 
voltage is transformed up or down to the RMS value of the voltage peak 
waveform expected for that component’s lightning environment. Applications of 
this voltage for periods of one to five minutes are deemed as equivalent methods
for proving the dielectric properties.
Figure 6-5: Individual Component Damage Test Method
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Challenges That Exist For All Of These Test Methods
Providing the airframe interface cabling and electrical circuits which provide 
accurate simulation of the installation, i.e. circuit impedances, cable shielding, 
cable lengths, cable resonances, capacitive loading, multiple connector effects, 
multiple grounded connections and their effects is very difficult and complicated. 
Providing an accurate simulation of the engine is also very difficult. Simulating 
thermodynamic response of engine and impressing that response upon the 
engine sensors and actuators, i.e. closing the loop on the control system is one 
challenge. Simulating the electrical bonding that exist between the engine 
components and the engine is another challenge. The main difficulty lies in the 
careful balance between accurate simulation of engine and providing the
prescribed current on a given engine cable.
Also, most aircraft systems and components have a standard environment that is 
expected for that type of equipment. The engine is very application specific and 
therefore the design and test requirements vary significantly form one application 
to another. Some lightning requirements may be defined as a cable current, 
some may be defined as a voltage present at the component interface and some
may be a combination.
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Special Consideration: Single Channel Capability/Time Limited Dispatch
A significant aspect of the dual channel FADEC system is that there are no back­
up mechanical or hydromechanical systems to take over engine control in the
event of an electrical failure. The commercial aviation industry has gained 100’s
of millions of engine flight hours utilizing FADEC systems and has found them to 
be extremely reliable, much more so than the predecessor mechanical controls. 
Because of this historical performance, airworthiness authorities have granted 
permission to commercial airline operators to allow dispatching of aircraft whose 
FADEC system is in a degraded state. In essence, this means the aircraft may 
be allowed to operate for a limited duration with one channel of the system 
inoperative or in a degraded state of operation. This is known as Time Limited 
Dispatch (TLD) or also known as degraded mode operation. The FAA sets 
guidelines and standards to implement such a situation without jeopardizing the 
flying public’s safety. Because of time limited dispatch situation, the FADEC 
systems must operate through a lightning event without dependency on the 
redundant features of both channels operative. Most FADEC systems that utilize
a dual or multi-channel architecture also utilize channel health checking as well
as shared data logic for controlling the engine. For example, each channel has 
a dedicated inlet temperature sensor on the engine. This means there are two 
separate sensor elements and two separate interconnecting cables leading back 
to the two separate channels of the electronic control unit. Inside the electronic
control unit however, the microprocessors may share these measured
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temperatures between the two channels in order to provide a more accurate
determination of the inlet temperature. Also, in the event of a sensor failure,
both channels of the electronic control unit could share the same inlet sensor
temperature reading. In both cases, the dual channels of the FADEC system
have some sort of dependency upon the other channel. Understanding this, the
channels of a FADEC system must be evaluated as an autonomous channel and 
no dependencies may exist across channels for meeting the performance 
requirements of a lightning strike. This can usually mean that a separate
verification test must be performed upon each channel independently. An
alternative method that improves test efficiency is to develop a method of 
monitoring the usage of cross-channel data. This can be done by special 
monitoring of fault accommodation logic which can indicate the necessity of one 
channel’s usage of another channel’s data.
Margin Determination/Reconciliation
Throughout the design and verification phases of the FADEC system, close 
supervision is maintained upon how the margin predictions evolve. Upon 
completion of the verification effort, it is necessary to confirm that the margin 
predictions were accomplished. Any reconciliation with deficient margins are 
necessary. This reconciliation could include redesigns, retests, or further 
analysis which would aid in clarifying uncertainties that were initially assumed.
An increase in field maintenance procedure or operational limitations upon the
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FADEC system are also methods to reconcile undesirable margins. This is 
obviously an unpopular approach due to cost and customer acceptance, but it 
may be the best viable option for a given application.
Maintaining The Protection Design
An area of particular interest and controversy is determining the practical 
methodology for monitoring the protection scheme that exists on critical systems 
like the FADEC. The protection scheme has been shown to be very complex 
and involves circuit level protection, cable protection, structural protection and 
aircraft protection. In addition, there is a concern that these protection schemes 
can degrade over time. Periodic inspections are required for certain aspects, 
such as joint corrosion or proper installation of conductive bonding jumpers, but 
less obvious degradation’s can occur such as a failed MOV/TVS or a connector
bonding resistance creep.
Periodic inspections and operational system checks of critical design features 
are common in the aircraft industry, but a great deal of system analysis and 
testing is necessary to determine what features of the design are necessary 
design features for inspection and at what intervals. Inspections upon 
operational engines by customers carry with them very high cost penalties and 
perceived negative perspectives from airline and military aircraft operators. The 
most common applied checks are visual inspections to ensure that cable shields
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are intact and connectors are at their proper tightness. Electrical connectors 
prone to resistance creep would require a measurement of the electrical
bonding.
Electrical system fault detection strategies are used primarily for detecting 
whether or not a circuit element protection device has been permanently 
degraded to the point where it is no longer performing its intended function. For 
example, transient protection devices have an inherent failure mode which when 
subjected to electrical stresses, become more conductive at lower trip voltages, 
which tends to narrow the operating voltage range of the circuit until the device 
ultimately fails and is recognized as a short to ground. Circuits which perform a 
critical function for the FADEC system must be able to accommodate such a 
shorted condition by either resorting to a redundant feature or enunciating a fault 
which will drive a specified crew action to relieve the fault. Voltage and current 
monitoring circuits can also be used to detect if hazardous voltages have been 
impressed upon a sensitive circuit. The detection of such an event may drive the 
circuit to temporarily turn off, or enunciate to the aircraft maintenance computer 
that high electrical stresses have been experienced upon that circuit indicating
maintenance action may be necessary.
There are certain protection features which may not be readily inspected nor 
detectable by the system design. If this feature is critical to the engine’s
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protection scheme, it may be necessary to institute a regular maintenance 
schedule which requires periodic replacement or servicing of such features. This
situation is rare and highly undesirable.
There is a need to substantiate that the design feature will outlive the life of the 
system or aspect that it is protecting. This is the case for most features relating 
to structural shielding and enclosure shields where structural integrity is a 
primary design feature and lightning protection is a secondary feature. It has 
been shown that items such as circuit elements or a specific cable design will 
exceed the life of the system, therefore never needing to be replaced or
inspected.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
Many technical challenges exist in the aerospace business and technology has 
evolved in a manner appropriate to address these challenges. This report has 
documented the concepts involved in the technical challenge of controlling 
mother nature’s most violent and destruction electrical force - a lightning strike.
It has shown how sophisticated and highly integrated flight control system such 
as that of a Full Authority Digital Engine Control System can be designed to 
prevent such destructive forces from jeopardizing flight safety. Methods for 
controlling the lightning effects upon sensitive electrical circuits have proven to 
be an involved design process with many options and techniques available. 
Finally, this report studied the lightning protection verification program which is 
heavily depended upon by the aerospace industry to determine and prove the 
adequacy of the protection design. The methods for simulating lightning provide 
new challenges as test equipment and lightning requirements continue to evolve. 
Every day an aircraft experiences a lightning event and every day the engine 
controls have shown to be resilient to these strikes, making travel by air the 
single safest mode of transportation for modern man.
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